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All Things Golf Cart: Buying, Owning, Modding, 
Driving, Accessorizing & Maintaining Them
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Let’s talk about accessories for your golf cart. Your golf cart for most is your second form of transportation whether 
it’s a round of golf or maybe riding to the clubhouse for dinner and a beverage.

Our golf carts are a direct extension of us and who we are. We tend to accessorize our carts, but we don’t want to 
break the bank.  For new golf cart owners who have never owned a golf cart it is also an exciting time doing things to 
your cart. Where to start most people might say and what do I want to get for my cart or where to buy from. For 
many people today we might google golf cart accessories or go check out a local shop close to you. Not everyone is a 
DIYer so most would rather have someone who knows what they’re doing to put it on. Also, the question of so many 
different options and brands out there you might be overwhelmed by which accessory to choose. So, for you first 
time owners or possible novice owners let’s talk the top five golf cart accessories that are a must have and number 
ten won’t be under $100.00 but will be well worth the money for most.

1. Mirrors are an essential part of the cart or your vehicle so 
every golf cart should have a pair of mirrors.

2. Steering wheel replacement is a cool feature that can 
differentiate your cart and make it stand out amongst the 

crowd. They come in a variety of styles and colors.

3. How about a cool set of wheel covers for your cart? They’re 
stylish and affordable and pop on like a hub cap. Don’t be fooled 
because there are carts out there that have wheel covers on them 
that look just like a set of wheels to the untrained eye.

4. A battery monitor is a key and crucial accessory for your golf cart.  
A digital or needle gauge will keep you from being stranded if your 

batteries get low and serve as reminder to charge those batteries.
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5. Seat belts are not a necessity but if you have little ones or grandkids, they are a def must for the golf cart. 
They’re a great safety feature if you’re looking to make your cart street legal and they’ll be there when and if you 
ever need them.           

So, we’ve gone through the list of accessories for your golf cart under a $100 or less and yes some are sexier than 
others, but I saved a bonus one for the golf cart enthusiast who loves their cart and uses it often and enjoys 
entertaining and listening to music while cruising the course or maybe riding the family to food truck Friday or 
around the neighborhood. Soundextreme by Ecoxgear makes a sound bar that delivers a concert-like sound and light 
show that won’t drain your pocketbook. Or your batteries! Let me introduce you to the SEB-28 wireless Bluetooth 
soundbar for your cart. 500 watts of sound for starters, and comes with a wireless remote to manage a variety of 
functions that will surely impress. A rechargeable lithium-ion power pack supplies over 20 hours of listening 
enjoyment which means it won’t affect your cart’s battery life.  This 28” sound bar has a two-year warranty and is 
waterproof so if you get caught in the rain there are no worries. And did I mention 20 hours of on a charge, and no 
wires to your batteries or connection issues? A light show while enjoying your favorite music. You’ll impress the 
crowd or the family when you pull up with this addition on your cart.

The Ecoxgear SEB-28 is a a little pricey for some, but is one of the hottest must haves for your cart.  Good luck and 
happy carting. Hope to see you out there cruising the neighborhood.
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